
The Land of Os
John Ramsay
The story begins in present-day 
as a boy named Richard and 
his class from Big Spirit School 
takes a canoe trip. He and his 
classmates chance upon an 
elderly woman. She tells them 
the story of her grandfather, 
John Ramsay, of the Sandy Bar, 
a Manitoba community on Lake 
Winnipeg. Ramsay’s land was 
taken by the government and 
given to the new settlers from 
Iceland who arrived there in 1875. 

Yet many owed their survival to Ramsay, who helped them 
through freezing winters, hunger, and a devastating smallpox 
epidemic. Most elementary students have never heard of this 
period of Canadian history and with this recently released 
graphic novel teachers and students alike will be introduced 
to this outstanding First Nation man who aided the Icelandic 
settlers to Manitoba in the 1870s. Highly recommended.

FIRST NATIONS HISTORY  $16.95
Paperback Graphic Novel | 30 pages
9781553794912

FIRST NATIONS HISTORY  $16.95
Paperback Graphic Novel | 30 pages
9781553794776

The Rebel
Gabriel Dumont
The Rebel: Gabriel Dumont is one 
book in the Tales from Big Spirit 
series. Tales from Big Spirit is 
a unique six-book graphic novel 
series that delves into the stories 
of six great Indigenous heroes 
from Canadian history—some 
already well known and others 
who deserve to be. Designed to 
correspond to grades 4–6 social 

studies curriculums across Canada, these full colour graphic 
novels could be used in literature circles, novel studies, and 
book clubs to facilitate discussion of social studies topics. 
These books will help elementary students make historical 
connections while promoting important literacy skills. For 
Tyrese, history class is the lowest point of his school day.  
That is, until his friend Levi reveals a secret – a secret that 
brings history alive, in the form of one Gabriel Dumont. 
Through Dumont, a great Métis leader of the Northwest 
Resistance, the boys experience a bison hunt, a skirmish 
with the Blackfoot, and an encounter with Louis Riel, and, 
ultimately, a great battle of the Northwest Resistance at 
Batoche, Saskatchewan.

Teacher’s Guide
For The Tale From Big Spirit
Katya Ferguson
This teacher’s guide is designed to help classroom 
teachers use the graphic novel series, Tales 
From Big Spirit, by David A. Robertson. The guide 
provides detailed lessons that meet a wide range 
of language arts and social studies goals, integrate 
Indigenous perspectives, and make curricular 
content more accessible to diverse learners.

MÉTIS HISTORY  $16.95
Paperback Graphic Novel | 30 pages
9781553794769

FIRST NATIONS HISTORY /
TEACHER’S RESOURCE  $29.00
Paperback Teacher’s Guide | 77 pages
9781553795261

The Ballad of Nancy 
April Shawnadithit
When a mishap delays Jessie 
at the end of a school day, she 
takes a shortcut home. But the 
shortcut turns into an adventure, 
as Jessie is transported through 
time and space, to early 19th-
century Newfoundland. There 
she meets Shawnadithit who, as 
the last surviving member of the 
Beothuk, has witnessed the end 
of a once-great people.
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Grades four to six

The Peacemaker
Thanadelthur
When Cole’s teacher catches him 
drawing rather than listening in 
class, he gives Cole a special 
assignment: an oral presentation 
on an important Indigenous 
figure.
Cole will do almost anything to 
avoid speaking in public – even 
feigning illness. But when he 
hears the story of the remarkable 
woman known as Thanadelthur 
– peacemaker between the Cree 
and the Dene and interpreter for 

the governor of Fort York – he is so inspired by her bravery, 
he overcomes his own fears.

The Poet
Pauline Johnson
Pauline Johnson’s contribution 
to Canadian nationalism and 
literature is presented in this 
story. The final page takes the 
reader back to present day with 
Kathy receiving applause from 
her classmates after reciting 
her poem. Connections between 
Kathy and her hero Pauline 
Johnson are emphasized in the 
artwork.

The Chief
Mistahimaskwa
Big Bear was a Plains Cree 
Chief born about 1825, near Fort 
Carlton, Saskatchewan; and died 
17 Jan. 1888 on the Poundmaker 
Reserve, Saskatchewan. Big Bear 
endeavoured to keep his people 
free from reserve confinement 
and maintain their buffalo hunting 
economic activities. When the 
Canadian government forced a 
treaty on the Plains Cree, Big Bear 
fought to maintain Cree rights and 
traditions.

The Scout
Tommy Prince
A search down a wooded path 
for a well-hit baseball turns into 
an encounter between Pamela 
and a veteran soldier standing in 
front of a monument. The statue 
commemorates the heroism of 
Sgt. Tommy Prince, the most 
decorated Indigenous soldier in 
Canada. Pamela is curious, and 
the veteran is happy to regale 
her with the story of the expert 
marksman and tracker, renowned 
for his daring and bravery in World 
War II and the Korean War.

Tales From Big Spirit: Written by David Alexander Robertson
A unique seven-book graphic novel series that uncovers stories of some of the great Indigenous heroes from 
Canadian history — some already well-known and others who deserve to be.

Designed to correspond to grades 4-6 social studies curriculum across Canada, these full-colour graphic novels 
could be used in literature circles, novel studies, and book clubs to facilitate discussino of social studies topics, and 
historical connections while promoting important literacy skills. 

FIRST NATIONS HISTORY  $16.95
9781553794783 | Paperback | 30 pages

FIRST NATIONS HISTORY  $16.95
9781553794790 | Paperback | 30 pages

FIRST NATIONS HISTORY  $16.95
9781553794813 | Paperback | 30 pages

AVAILABLE IN FRENCH  $16.95
9782923926452 | Paperback | 30 pages

AVAILABLE IN FRENCH  $16.95
9782923926445 | Paperback | 30 pages

AVAILABLE IN FRENCH  $16.95
9782923926469 | Paperback | 30 pages

FIRST NATIONS HISTORY  $16.95
9781553796596 Paperback | 30 pages

AVAILABLE IN FRENCH  $16.95
9782923926476 Paperback | 30 pages
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Powwow
Karen Pheasant-Neganigwane
GRADES THREE TO SEVEN
Powwow is a celebration of 
Indigenous song and dance. Journey 
through the history of powwow 
culture in North America, from its 
origins to the thriving powwow 
culture of today.

The People Shall 
Continue
Simon J. Ortiz
GRADES THREE TO FIVE
Told in the rhythms of traditional 
oral narrative, this powerful telling 
of the history of the Native/
Indigenous peoples of North 
America recounts their story 
from Creation to the invasion and 
usurpation of Native lands.

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS  $24.95
9781459812345 | Hardcover | 88 pages

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS / HISTORY  $15.35
9780892391257 | Paperback | 32 pages

How to Change Everything
Naomi Klein
GRADES THREE TO FIVE
How to Change Everything will provide 
readers with clear information about 
how our planet is changing, but also, 
more importantly, with inspiration, 
ideas, and tools for action. Because 
young people can help build a better 
future.

ENVIRONMENT / SCIENCE
9780735270084 | Paperback | 336 pages  $11.99
9780735270060 | Hardcover | 336 pages  $21.99

Forever Birchwood
Danielle Daniel
GRADES THREE TO SEVEN
Adventurous, trail-blazing Wolf lives 
in a northern mining town and spends 
her days exploring the mountains and 
wilderness with her three best friends 
Penny, Ann and Brandi. Danielle Daniel 
beautifully captures an urgent and 
aching time in a young person’s life.

FRIENDSHIP / ENVIRONMENT  $15.99
9781443463348 | Paperback | 304 pages

Whispers On The Water
Dave Corbiere
GRADES THREE TO FIVE
This story is a teaching of how 
cultures today have learned from 
their ancestors and about living 
properly with Mother Earth.

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS  $18.95
9781926852324 | Paperback | 336 pages

I Am Not A Number
Jenny Kay Dupuis
GRADES THREE TO SIX
Dupuis retells the story of her 
grandmother, Irene Couchie Dupuis, 
who was taken to residential school 
at the age of eight in 1928. The book 
opens with the distressing image of 
the Indian Agent demanding that the 
eldest three children attend Spanish 
Indian Residential School. Despite 

their pleading the family is forced to relinquish their children to 
the Agent or face fines and prison time. This is a special picture 
book that brings the truthfulness of oral history to all readers.

AVAILABLE IN ENGLISH  $18.95
9781927583944 | Hardcover Picture Book  | 32 pages

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS

AVAILABLE IN FRENCH $11.99
9781443155700 | Paperback Picture Book  | 32 pages

AVAILABLE IN OJIBWE  $14.95
9781772600995 | Paperback Picture Book | 44 pages

The Sharing Circle
Stories about First Nations 
Culture
Theresa Meuse
GRADES ONE TO SIX
The Sharing Circle is a 
collection of seven stories 
about First Nations culture and 
spiritual practices: The Eagle 
Feather, The Dream Catcher, 
The Sacred Herbs, The Talking 
Circle, The Medicine Wheel, The 
Drum, and The Medicine Pouch.

TRADITIONAL 
TEACHINGS  $13.95
Paperback  | 52 pages
9781551094502
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The Amajurjuk
Levi Illuitok
GRADES FOUR TO SEVEN
In this faithful retelling of a 
traditional story from the Kugaaruk 
region, a father must save his infant 
child from an amajurjuk, an ogress 
known to steal children. When the 
ogress takes advantage of the child’s 
mother being blind to trick her into 

giving away her child, the child’s father embarks on a quest to 
save his infant from certain death.

Treaty Words
Aimée Craft
GRADE FIVE
Accompanied by beautiful illustrations 
by Luke Swinson and an author’s 
note at the end, Aimée Craft affirms 
the importance of understanding an 
Indigenous perspective on treaties in 
this evocative book that is essential for 
readers of all ages.

Isla’s New Drum
Leah Marie Dorion
KINDERGARTEN TO GRADE TWO
In this story, Isla has been given a 
new drum that she loves dearly but 
she doesn’t have a song to sing to her 
new drumbeat. She decides to ask 
some forest friends to help her make 
a new song.Each friend also offers a 
message that is important to keeping 

Mother Earth healthy and strong.

I Am the Elwha
Robert Elofson, Lori Peelen
GRADE THREE TO GRADE SEVEN
In this lyrical and beautifully 
illustrated book, the author 
chronicles the history of the Elwha. 
Narrated by the powerful voices of 
plants and animals that inhabit the 
river ecosystem, the dam builder, a 
worker, and the river itself.

Lowanpi Mato’s Tipi
 Soo Kim Goodtrack

GRADES ONE TO FOUR
“Hokahe! Welcome!” Welcome 
to Wood Mountain, home of 
the Lakota People, in southern 
Saskatchewan. It is here that we 
meet Stan Lethbridge, whose 
ancestral name is Lowanpi Mato 
(Singing Bear). Join Lowanpi 
Mato as he prepares to set up his 
summer Tipi. He shares with us 

Lakota life values and traditions, and how they connect to 
building and taking care of a Tipi.

The Shaman’s Apprentice
Zacharias Kunuk
GRADES FOUR TO EIGHT
The Shaman’s Apprentice tells 
the story of a young shaman in 
training who must face her first 

test—a trip to the underground to visit Kannaaluk, The One 
Below, who holds the answers to why a community member 
has become ill.

Mary and the Trail of Tears: 
A Cherokee Removal Survival 
Story Andrea Rogers
GRADES THREE TO SEVEN
Twelve-year-old Mary and her Cherokee 
family are forced out of their home in 
Georgia by U.S. soldiers in May 1838. 
Facing horrors such as internment, 
violence, disease, and harsh weather, 
Mary perseveres and helps keep her 

family and friends together until they can reach the new 
Cherokee nation in Indian Territory.

INUIT STORIES  $13.95
Paperback | 28 pages
9781772274318

TREATIES  $16.95
Hardcover | 60 pages
9781773214962

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS / LAND-BASED LEARNING
9781771745574 | Paperback | 16 pages  $10.95

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS / ENVIRONMENT  $16.95
9781771744744 | Hardcover | 32 pages

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS  $16.95
9781771744751 | Hardcover | 32 pages

INUIT STORIES  $16.95
9781772272680 | Hardcover | 32 pages

HISTORY 
9781496592163 | Paperback | 112 pages  $9.99
9781496587145 | Hardcover | 112 pages  $24.95

Available
April 5, 2022
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I Lost My Talk
Rita Joe  
GRADES THREE TO EIGHT 
Rita Joe’s most influential poems and 
tells this Mi’kmaw Elder’s story of losing 
her Mi’kmaw language while at residential 
school in Shubenacadie, Nova Scotia. 
This poem is directed at those who took 
Rita Joe’s talk away when she was a little 
girl replacing her language with their own 
and in asking to find her talk again this 
acclaimed poem is created. 

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS / IDENTITY  
Paperback | 32 pages  $13.95
9781774710050

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS / IDENTITY  
Paperback | 32 pages  $13.95
9781774710067

I’m Finding My Talk
Rebecca Thomas  
GRADES FOUR TO TEN
A response poem to I Lost My Talk, 
which takes the reader back to 
Shubenacadie to begin the journey of 
embracing and using her Indigenous 
language and every aspect of her life, 
from stories, family, friends and loving 
relationships, and much more as 
language is relearned and spoken.

The Gift of the Little People
William Dumas
GRADES FOUR TO SIX
Helpless to stop the spread of a 
deadly sickness, Rocky Cree Elder 
Kakakiw must travel to the home of 
the Little People to find a cure before 
it’s too late.

In Memory of Feast
Memories of Residential School Survivors
Judy Reuben
GRADES FOUR TO SIX
This book containes stories of childhood food memories of 
Residential School Survivors. These stories record early food 
memories prior to entering this school system.

Pisim Finds Her 
Miskanow
William Dumas
GRADES THREE TO SEVEN
Pisim Finds Her Miskanow is 
based on an important 1993 
archaeological find that located 
the remains of a young woman at 
Nagami Bay, Southern Indian Lake, 
Manitoba. The fully illustrated 
book recounts a week in the life of 

Pisim, a young Cree woman, who lived in the mid 1600s.

Amo’s Sapotawan
William Dumas
GRADES FOUR TO SIX
A Rocky Cree girl must choose the 
skill that will define her miskanaw, 
the path of her life, in the second 
book of The Six Seasons of the 
Asiniskaw Ithiniwak series.

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS / 
STORIES
Hardcover | 48 pages  $21.95
9781553799924

FOOD / RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS  
Paperback | 48 pages  $25.00
9781989431290

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS / STORIES  $29.00
9781553793946 | Hardcover | 48 pages

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS / STORIES  $32.00
9781553799290 | Hardcover | 60 pages

Available
September 6, 2022

The Six Seasons of the Asiniskaw 
Ithiniwak Series
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Ancestor Approved: 
Intertribal Stories for Kids
Cynthia L Smith
GRADES THREE TO SEVEN
This collection of intersecting stories 
by both new and veteran Native writers 
bursts with hope, joy, resilience, the 
strength of community, and Native 
pride.

The Land of the
Great Turtle
Brad Wagnon
GRADES FOUR TO SEVEN
The Land of Great Turtles is 
a Cherokee origin story that 
introduces the reader to Cherokee 
beliefs and values.

How the World Was Made
Brad Wagnon
GRADES FOUR TO SEVEN
This book retells the delightful 
Cherokee tale of how the earth 
was created while teaching the 
invaluable lesson that even the 
smallest creature can make a 
difference.

Healer of the Water Monster
Brian Young
GRADES THREE TO SEVEN
Brian Young’s powerful debut novel 
tells of a seemingly ordinary Navajo 
boy who must save the life of a Water 
Monster—and comes to realize he’s a 
hero at heart.

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES / BIOGRAPHY  $21.99
Hardcover | 40 pages
9780735262928

COMMUNITY / RESILIENCE  $12.99
Paperback | 320 pages
9780062869951

CREATION STORIES  $18.95
9781939053350 | Paperback | 40 pages

CREATION STORIES  $18.95
Paperback | 40 pages
9781939053374

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS
9780062990419 | Paperback | 368 pages  $9.99
9780062990402 | Hardcover | 368 pages  $21.00

Go Show the World
A Celebration of Indigenous Heroes
Wab Kinew
GRADES TWO TO  SIX
Celebrating the stories of 
Indigenous people throughout 
time, Wab Kinew has created a 
powerful rap song, the lyrics of 
which are the basis for the text in 
this beautiful picture book, illustrated 
by the acclaimed Joe Morse.

The Sacred Tree   
Phil Lane
GRADES SIX +
The Sacred Tree remains a 
valuable book that provides an 
introductino to First Nations 
spirituality, identify, self-
discovery, cultural and traditional 
values, and symbolism. The book 
can be used to assist students to 

understand themselves, their communities, and the world around 
them.

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS $18.00
9780941524582 | Paperback | 82 pages

Trickster Native 
American Tales
Matt Dembicki
GRADES SIX TO GRADE TWELVE
Trickster: Native American 
Tales, A Graphic Collection is 
an amazing anthology of 21 
trickster stories told in a comic 
book format collected by Matt 
Dembicki who worked with Native American storytellers and 
graphic novel illustrators. Tricksters include Coyote, Raven, 
Azban, Rabbit, Waynaboozhoo, Espun, and Mai. Some stories 
are humourous, others scary, while all stories offer a teaching 
and something to learn.

TRADITIONAL STORIES / GRAPHIC NOVEL  $39.95
9781682752739 | Paperback | 248 pages
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Indigenous Communities 
in Canada 
Siksika Nation 
9781773083551 | Hardcover | $28.25 
9781773083858 | Paperback | $13.25

Indigenous Communities 
in Canada 
Abenaki Gedakina 
9781773085982 | Hardcover | $28.95 
9781773086378 | Paperback | $13.95

Indigenous Communities 
in Canada 
The Labrador Innu 
9781773085999 | Hardcover | $28.95 
9781773086385 | Paperback | $13.95

Indigenous Communities 
in Canada 
Nuu-Chah-Nulth 
9781773086002 | Hardcover | $28.95 
9781773086392 | Paperback | $13.95

Indigenous Communities 
in Canada 
Tlingit Nation 
9781773080000 | Hardcover | $28.95 
9781773080284 | Paperback | $13.95

Indigenous Communities 
in Canada 
Dene First Nation 
9781773083537 | Hardcover | $28.95 
9781773083834 | Paperback | $13.95

Indigenous Peoples’ 
Contributions: Indigenous 
Peoples in Politics
9781773083490 | Hardcover | $28.25
9781773083797 | Paperback | $13.25

Indigenous Peoples’ 
Contributions: Indigenous 
Peoples in Politics
9781773083490 | Hardcover | $28.25
9781773083797 | Paperback | $13.25

Indigenous Peoples’ 
Contributions: Indigenous 
Peoples in the World Wars 
9781773083513 | Hardcover | $28.25
9781773083810 | Paperback | $13.25

Indigenous Peoples’ 
Contributions: Indigenous 
Peoples in the World Wars 
9781773083513 | Hardcover | $28.25
9781773083810 | Paperback | $13.25

This series will examine the contributions of Indigenous Peoples to Canada.
Designed to meet the needs of today’s modern learners. These titles based on curriculum needs are both engaging 
and informative. Accessible, yet rich text, is supported by vivid photos and timely infographics. In order to further 
critical thinking, readers can enhance their discoveries through the use of informative inquires.

Each book features: 24 pages, Colour and Black & White Photographs, Table of Contents, Glossary, To Learn More, 
Maps, About the Author, Inquiry Questions, Websites.

To review each author and synopsis go to www.goodminds.com.
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Indigenous Communities 
in Canada 
Algonquin Nation  
9781773083520  Hardcover | $28.95
9781773083827 | Paperback | $13.95

Aboriginal Canadian 
Communities 
Huron-Wendat Community
9781773080017 | Hardcover | $28.95 
9781773080291 | Paperback  | $13.95

Indigenous Communities 
in Canada 
Iroquois Community 
9781773080024 | Hardcover | $28.95
9781773080307 | Paperback | $13.95

Indigenous Communities 
in Canada
Mi’kmaq Community 
9781773081274 | Hardcover | $28.95 
9781773081878 | Paperback | $13.95

Indigenous Communities 
in Canada 
Ojibwe Community 
9781773080048 | Hardcover | $28.95 
9781773080321 | Paperback | $13.95

Indigenous Communities 
in Canada 
Cree Community
Carolee Laine 
9781773080000 | Hardcover | $28.95 
9781773080284 | Paperback | $13.95

Indigenous Communities 
in Canada 
Inuit Community   
9781773081267 | Hardcover | $28.95 
9781773081861 | Paperback | $13.95

Indigenous Communities 
in Canada 
Metis Community 
9781773080031 | Hardcover | $28.95 
9781773080314 | Paperback | $13.95

Indigenous Communities 
in Canada 
Mohawk Nation
Delores Nixon 
9781773081281 | Hardcover | $28.95 
9781773081885 | Paperback | $13.95

Indigenous Communities 
in Canada 
Haida Nation 
9781773083544 | Hardcover | $28.95 
9781773083841 | Paperback | $13.95

Approximately 1.4 million Indigenous people live in Canada today. They come from a large number of communities, 
each with their own history, language, and cultural practices. Indigenous Canadian Communities in Canada will 
explore the lives of Indigenous people, both in the past in current times.

Each book features: 24 pages, Colour and Black & White Photographs, Table of Contents, Glossary, To Learn More, 
Maps, About the Author, Inquiry Questions, Websites.

To review each author and synopsis go to www.goodminds.com.
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Land-based learning | Traditional Teachings | Science
Best-selling Series

The Eagle Mother
Gyetxw Hetxw’ms  (Brett D. Huson)
GRADES THREE TO SEVEN
Nox xsgyaak, the eagle mother, cares 
for her brood in the embrace of a black 
cottonwood with the help of her mate. 
Will both eaglets survive the summer in 
an environment that is both delicate and 
unforgiving?
Learn about the life cycle of these stun-
ning birds of prey, the traditions of the 
Gitxsan, and how bald eagles can enrich 
their entire ecosystem.

LAND-BASED LEARNING $23.00
9780941524582 | Hardcover | 82 pages

The Sockeye Mother   
Gyetxw Hetxw’ms
(Brett D. Huson)
GRADES FIVE TO EIGHT
To the Gitxsan people of 
Northwestern British Columbia, 
the sockeye salmon is more 
than just a source of food. Over 
its life cycle, it nourishes the 
very land and forests that the 
Skeena River runs through and 
where the Gitxsan make their 
home. The Sockeye Mother 
explores how the animals, 
water, soil, and seasons are all 
intertwined.

LAND-BASED LEARNING $23.00
9781553797395 | Hardcover | 32 pages

The Grizzly Mother   
Gyetxw Hetxw’ms
(Brett D. Huson)
GRADES FIVE TO EIGHT
To the Gitxsan people of Northwestern 
British Columbia, the grizzly is an 
integral part of the natural landscape. 
Together, they share the land and 
forests that the Skeena River runs 
through, as well as the sockeye salmon 
within it. Follow mother bear as she 
teaches her cubs what they need to 
survive on their own.

LAND-BASED LEARNING $23.00
Hardcover | 32 pages
9781553797760

The Frog Mother   
Gyetxw Hetxw’ms
(Brett D. Huson)
GRADES FIVE TO EIGHT
Book four of the Mothers of Xsan 
series follows the life cycle of 
the columbia spotted frog. Learn 
about why this species is of 
special significance to the Gitxsan 
and how Nox Ga’naaw and her 
offspring are essential to the 
balance that is life.

LAND-BASED LEARNING $23.00
9781553799016 | Hardcover | 32 pages

The Wolf Mother   
Gyetxw Hetxw’ms
(Brett D. Huson)
GRADES FIVE TO EIGHT
Learn about the life cycle of these 
magnificent canines, the traditions 
of the Gitxsan, and how grey 
wolves contribute to the health of 
their entire ecosystem.

LAND-BASED LEARNING $23.00
Hardcover | 32 pages
9781553799788

The Raven Mother   
Gyetxw Hetxw’ms
(Brett D. Huson)
GRADES FOUR TO SIX
Bring science to life with this book 
about ravens, their role in the food 
web, and how they benefit their 
ecosystem.

LAND-BASED LEARNING $23.00
Hardcover | 32 pages
9781774920039

Mothers of Xsan Series

Available
September 6, 2022
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LAND-BASED LEARNING $23.00
Hardcover | 32 pages
9781774920039

A Mighty Muskrats Mystery Series

The Case of Windy Lake   
Michael Hutchinson
GRADES FOUR TO SEVEN
The Case of Windy Lake is 
for young readers who enjoy 
mysteries and problem-solving 
along with traditions and culture. 
The author, Michael Hutchinson, 
is a citizen of Misipawistik Cree 
Nation, and his familiarity with 
the land and life experiences 
are reflected in these mystery 
adventures

The Case of the
Rigged Race   
Michael Hutchinson
GRADES FOUR TO SEVEN
Preorder Book #4

FICTION / MYSTERY
9781772601176 | Paperback | 181 pages $10.95

FICTION / MYSTERY
9781772602210 | Paperback | 
181 pages $10.95

The Case of the Missing 
Auntie   
Michael Hutchinson
GRADES FOUR TO SEVEN
The second in the series, the 
Mighty Muskrats are off to the 
city to have fun at the exhibition 
fair. But when Chickadee learns 
about Grandpa’s missing little 
sister, who was adopted by 
strangers without her parents’ 
permission many year ago, the 
Mighty Mystery have a new 
mystery to solve. Once in the 

bright lights of the big city, the cousins get distracted, face-
off with bullies, meet some heroes and unlikely teachers, and 
learn many of the difficulties of life in the city, as well as hard 
truths about their country’s treatment of First Nations people.

FICTION / MYSTERY
9781772601176 | Paperback | 181 pages $10.95

The Case of The Burgled 
Bundle   
Michael Hutchinson
GRADES FOUR TO SEVEN
The Case of the Burgled Bundle by 
Michael Hutchinson, Misipawistik 
Cree Nation, is the third book in A 
Mighty Muskrat Mystery series. In 
The Case of the Burgled Bundle, 
The National Assembly of Cree 
Peoples has gathered together 
in the Windy Lake First Nation, 
home to the Mighty Muskrats - 
cousins Chickadee, Atim, Otter, 
and Sam. But when the memory bundle, the center of a four-day 
long ceremony, is taken, the four mystery-solving cousins set 
out to catch those responsible and help protect Windy Lake’s 
reputation!

FICTION / MYSTERY $10.95
9781772601664 | Paperback | 216 pages

Series Overview: The Mighty Muskrats Mystery Series 
follows four cousins who investigate happenings in their 
community, Windy Lake First Nation, while collecting 
clues on their adventures.
Recommended for ages 9 to 12.

A Mighty Muskrats Mystery: The Case of Windy Lake Teacher Guide   
Sandra Samatte
GRADES FOUR TO SEVEN
An accompanying Teacher Resource for A Mighty Muskrats Mystery: The Case of Windy Lake

TEACHER GUIDE
9781990297267 | Paperback | 88 pages $19.99 New

New

New

Available
September 20, 2022
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He Who Dreams  
Melanie Florence
GRADES SEVEN TO TEN
Soccer, school, friends and family 
leaves John with little time for 
anything else. But one day at 
the local community center, he 
stumbles into an Indigenous 
dance class. Before he knows 
what’s happening, John finds 
himself stumbling through 
beginner classes, skipping soccer 
practice and letting his other 
responsibilities slide. When he 
attends a Powwow and sees 

a powerful performance, he realizes that he wants to be a 
dancer more than anything. John must find a way to balance 
and embrace both the Irish and Cree sides of his heritage.

A Dance Through the 
Seasons  Leona Prince
GRADES FIVE TO SEVEN
A story of curious Young Woman 
who is visited by the Ancestors 
in a dream. When she awakes 
she is full of resolve to help the 
adults take a difficult journey to 

a beautiful place she has received in her dream. She learns 
about humour, resourcefulness, relationships, and changes 
into a young woman and leader.

Arctic Thunder  
Robert Feagan
GRADES FIVE TO EIGHT
Mike Watson’s team has 
just won the Alberta Bantam 
Provincial box lacrosse 
championships. The euphoria of 
victory and plans for next season 
are short-lived when Mike’s 
father, a member of the Royal 
Canadian Mounted Police, is 
transferred to Inuvik, Northwest 
Territories. As his friendships 

with local youth develop, Mike is introduced to the amazing 
spectacle and athleticism of traditional “Arctic Sports.” When 
his father witnesses the natural talent of Mike’s new friends, 
the idea of an Inuvik lacrosse team is born! With hearts 
full of desire, the motley group of athletes heads south to 
participate in the Baggataway Lacrosse Tournament, and to 
face Mike’s former team, The Rams.

SPORTS / FICTION  $12.99
9781554887002 | Paperback | 288 pages

SPORTS / FICTION  $12.99
9781554887002 | Paperback | 288 pages

RELATIONSHIPS / COMING OF AGE  $12.99
Paperback | 288 pages
9781554887002

Lacrosse Warrior
Wendy A. Lewis
GRADES FOUR TO EIGHT
Gaylord Powless was playing 
lacrosse by the age of three. His 
father taught Gaylord everything 
he knew. But Gaylord’s tremendous 
skill and indigenous ancestry 
made him a target on and off the 
lacrosse floor. Gaylord learned that 
the best revenge was to improve 
his game. He set a standard for 
sportsmanship and skill and he 
became a pioneer in promoting 
equality for Canadian athletes of all 

SPORTS  $9.95
Paperback | 120 pages
9781552770016

A Different Game
Sylvia Olsen 
GRADES THREE TO FIVE
Murphy and his three friends, 
Danny, Jeff and Albert, are all 
trying out for the middle school’s 
soccer team, and they’re pretty 
confident that The Formidable Four 
will make the team. But once the 
tryouts begin, Albert, the school 
superstar, plays like a second 
stringer. Murphy’s new friend, Molly, 
is determined to help the boys find 
out what’s wrong with Albert, but 

when they discover the truth, they realize that Albert is playing 
a whole different game.

SPORTS / FICTION  $7.95
9781554691692 | Paperback | 136 pages

Sky Wolf’s Call
Eldon Yellowhorn
GRADES THREE TO GRADE SEVEN
From healing to astronomy to 
our connection to the natural 
world, the lessons from 
Indigenous knowledge inform 
our learning and practices 
today.

INDIGENOUS KNOWLEDGE  $24.95
9781773216300 | Hardcover | 120 pages
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SPORTS / FICTION  $12.95
Paperback | 117 pages
9781459411906

The Warriors  
Joseph Bruchac
GRADES FIVE TO EIGHT
In this contemporary story, 
Jake Forrest, a 12-year-old 
Haudenosaunee boy, tries to 
balance his traditional heritage 
in an urban setting. 
The true meaning of 
Lacrosse is presented in a 
culturally-appropriate 
situation and Jake finds the 
courage to take action.

SPORTS / FICTION  $9.99
Paperback | 127 pages
9781581960228

Elatsoe  
Darcie Little Badger
GRADES EIGHT TO TEN
Elatsoe by Darcie Little Badger, an 
enrolled member of the Lipan Apache 
Tribe of Texas, is contextualized in an 
America with homework, best friends, 
and pistachio ice cream. But there 
are some differences.This America 
has been shaped dramatically by the 
magic, monsters, knowledge, and 

legends of its peoples, those Indigenous and those not. Some of 
these forces are charmingly everyday, like the ability of Elatoe’s 
friend Jay and his sister to make an orb of light appear or travel 
across the world through rings of fungi .But other forces are less 
charming and should never see the light of day.

FICTION  $26.99
9781646140053 | Hardcover | 368 pages

A Goal in Sight
Jacqueline Guest
GRADES THREE TO SEVEN
Aiden is the roughest player on his 
hockey team. When he hits another 
player after a game, however, 
he’s charged with assault and 
sentenced to one hundred hours of 
community service. He’s bored and 
annoyed when he’s forced to help 
Eric, a blind player with the Calgary 
Seeing Eye Dogs. In time, his new 
team shows him hockey is more 
fun on the ice than in the box.

SPORTS / FICTION  $9.95
Paperback | 144 pages
9781552775578

Carey Price  
Catherine Rondina
GRADES FIVE TO EIGHT
Twenty years ago, Carey Price was 
flying across British Columbia in 
a plane so he could play on the 
nearest organized hockey team. 
Today, he is the highest-paid goalie 
in the NHL. But he’s never forgotten 
where he started. Throughout his 
incredible career, he’s taken every 
opportunity possible to encourage 
all young people, especially 
those who share his Indigenous 
background, to follow their dreams.

SPORTS BIOGRAPHY / NON-FICTION  $12.95
Paperback | 152 pages
9781459412767

Run for Your Life 
Trevor Kew
GRADES FIVE TO EIGHT
For Chris Khalili, cross-country 
running is all about winning–he 
hits top speed by imagining scary 
figures chasing him through 
the woods around his home 
in Victoria, B.C. When forest 
fires to the north cause mass 
destruction, Chris doesn’t see 
why he has to participate in 
the charity run to help refugees 
from the fire, when he should be 
concentrating on the city finals.

Walking Two Worlds
Joseph Bruchac
GRADES THREE TO GRADE SEVEN
Hasanoanda was his Indian name. 
But in mission school he became “Ely 
Parker.” He encountered racism and 
deceit but did not give up his quest to 
walk between two worlds. This inspiring 
story explores the early education of a 
famous Native American who gained 
greatness in the white man’s world while 
staying true to his Seneca people.

CHARACTER EDUCATION / IDENTITY  $13.95
Paperback | 120 pages
9781939053107
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Four Faces of the Moon
Amanda Strong
GRADES FIVE TO GRADE SEVEN
On a journey to uncover her 
family’s story, Spotted Fawn 
travels through time and space to 
reclaim connection to ancestors, 
language, and the land in this 
essential graphic novel.

The Sea in Winter
Christine Day
GRADES THREE TO GRADE SEVEN
In this evocative and heartwarming 
novel for readers who loved The Thing 
About Jellyfish, the author of I Can 
Make This Promise tells the story of a 
Native American girl struggling to find 
her joy again.

Notable Native People
Adrienne Keene
GRADES FIVE TO GRADE SEVEN
This powerful and informative collection 
also offers accessible primers on 
important Indigenous issues, from 
the legacy of colonialism and cultural 
appropriation to food sovereignty, land 
and water rights, and more. 

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS, GRAPHIC NOVEL
9781773214535 | Paperback | 208 pages | $18.95
9781773214542 | Hardcover | 208 pages | $24.95

FAMILY  $9.99
Paperback | 272 pages
9780062872050

BIOGRAPHY  $24.99
Hardcover | 144 pages
9781984857941

Misewa Saga

The Barren Grounds
David A. Robertson
GRADES FIVE+
Narnia meets traditional Indigenous 
stories of the sky and constellations 
in an epic middle-grade fantasy series 
from award-winning author David 
Robertson.
FICTION
9780735266124 | Paperback | 256 pages $12.99
9780735266100 | Hardcover | 256 pages $21.99

The Great Bear
David A. Robertson
GRADES FIVE+
Back at home after their 
first adventure in the Barren 
Grounds, Eli and Morgan 
each struggle with personal 
issues: Eli is being bullied at 
school, and tries to hide it 
from Morgan, while Morgan 
has to make an important 
decision about her birth 

mother.
FICTION  $21.99
9780735266131 | Hardcover | 240 pagesThe Stone Child

David A. Robertson
GRADES FIVE+
After discovering a near-lifeless Eli at the base of the 
Great Tree, Morgan knows she doesn’t have much time to 
save him. And it will mean asking for help — from friends 
old and new. Racing against the clock, and with Arik and 
Emily at her side, Morgan sets off to follow the trail away 
from the Great Tree to find Eli’s soul before it’s too late. 
FICTION  $21.99
9780735266162 | Hardcover | 256 pages

Series Overview: The Misewa Saga 
series reflects stories of the sky and the 
constellations held within its great canvas. 
The word “misewa” is Cree for “all that is”—
elders say that what is above is mirrored 
below, and this is the connection we have 
with misewa.

I Can Make This Promise 
Christine Day 
GRADES SIX TO EIGHT
I Can make This Promise by Christine 
Day is the journaling story of Edie who 
wonders where her name actually comes 
from. After finding photos and letters in 
her attic with her friends, twelve-year old 
Edie is on a quest to find out why she is 
named after glamourous Edith Graham.

FICTION / FIRST NATION ISSUES  $21.00
9780062871992 | Hardcover | 266 pages
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Shannen and the 
Dream for a School
Janet Wilson
GRADES FIVE TO TEN
The true story of Shannen Koostachin and the people of Attawapiskat First Nation, a Northern Cree 
community, who have been fighting for a new school since 1979 when a fuel spill contaminated their 
original school building. Shannen’s fight took her all the way to Parliament Hill. Shannen’s dream 
continues today with the work of the Shannen’s Dream Organization and those who are fighting for the 
rights of Indigenous children.

BIOGRAPHY / EDUCATION  $14.95
9781926920306 | Paperback | 208 pages

April Raintree
Beatrice Mosionier
GRADE TEN +
This book is a revised version 
of the novel In Search of 
April Raintree. Through 
her characterization of 
two young sisters who are 
removed from their family, the 
author poignantly illustrates 
the difficulties that many 
Indigenous people face in 
maintaining a positive 
self-identity.

In Search of April Raintree 
Critical Edition
Beatrice Mosionier
GRADE TEN +
The powerful and moving life 
stories of two Metis sisters who 
suffer the breakdown of their 
family relations and the injustices 
of the social services system. In 
this edition, ten critical essays 
accompany one of the best-known 
texts by a Canadian Indigenous 
author.

IDENTITY / INJUSTICES  $19.00
Paperback | 246 pages
9781553796602

IDENTITY / INJUSTICES  $26.00
9781894110433 | Paperback | 343 pages

Whisper to the Sky
Kim Sigafus
GRADES NINE TO TWELVE
At her old school on the reservation, 
where almost all the kids were Native, 
Sydney was known as a tough bully. Now, 
at her new school in Minneapolis, which 
has only a few Native kids, she wonders if 
she will fit in.
IDENTITY  $12.95
9781939053381 | Paperback | 118 pages

Rez Dogs
Joseph Bruchac
GRADES THREE TO GRADE SEVEN
Rez Dogs is a middle grade verse novel 
set during the COVID-19 pandemic, 
about a Wabanaki girl’s quarantine on 
her grandparents’ reservation and the 
local dog that becomes her best friend.

RELATIONSHIPS  $22.99
Hardcover | 192 pages
9780593326213

How I Survived
Serapio Ittusardjuat
GRADES EIGHT TO GRADE TWELVE
After his snowmobile breaks down 
halfway across the sea ice on a trip 
back from a fishing camp, Serapio 
Ittusardjuat recounts the traditional 
skills and knowledge he leaned on to 
stay alive. 
TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS  $18.95
Hardcover | 48 pages
9781772272727

Apple in the Middle
Dawn Quigley
GRADES THREE TO SIX
Apple Starkington turned her back 
on her Native American heritage 
the moment she was called a racial 
slur for someone of white and 
Indian descent, not that she really 
even knew how to be an Indian in 
the first place. Too bad the white 
world doesn’t accept her either. And 
so begins her quirky habits to gain 
acceptance.

IDENTITY  $26.53
9781946163219 | Paperback | 264 pages
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Our Future
How Kids are Taking Action
Janet Wilson
GRADES ONE TO EIGHT
Young people are part of the 
largest generation in history and 
are coming together to build a 
movement for success. The book 
opens with Autumn Pelletier, 

niece of Josephine-ba Mandamin, and is from Wikwemikong 
Unceded Territory on Manitoulin Island advocating for clean 
drinking water; Jaelun Parkerson protests against racial 
injustice and brutality and many more youth are advocating 
against ecological harm to the earth. Other issues such as 
gender identity, climate change, or awareness groups such as 
Teens for Wildlife. Ta’Kaiya Blaney speak to a Called to Action 
to protect Mother Earth, against the oil pipeline. These are 

ENVIRONMENT /STEWARDSHIP  $18.95
Hardcover  | 32 pages
9781772601039

A Very Small Rebellion
Jan Truss
GRADES SIX TO NINE
A Very Small Rebellion is 
set in the 1950s in a Prairie 
classroom. The students are 
Metis and First Nations and 
their teacher introduces the idea 
of the class performing a play. 
The book combines a students’ 
school play along with brief 
entries at the beginning of each 
chapter, explaining the events of 
Riel and the Metis Resistance. 

In the epilogue the author notes that things would not 
always be bleak for the Metis people, one day they would 
rise again and justice would be theirs. The novel is an 
interesting way to approach Canadian history from a Metis 
perspective. 

METIS HISTORY  $12.95
Paperback  | 80 pages
1550419307

The 500 Years of Resistance
Comic Book
Gord Hill
GRADE NINE +
This graphic novel takes a large chunk 
of history and breaks it into three 
sections: Invasion, Assimilation and 
Resistance. The story also includes 
a one page spread on treaties; and 
residential schools.

HISTORY / GRAPHIC NOVEL  $12.95
Paperback Graphic Novel | 87 pages
9781551523606

The Legend of Skeleton Man
Joseph Bruchac
GRADES THREE TO GRADE SEVEN
This spine-tingling middle grade 
collection by an acclaimed author 
and Nulhegan Abenaki citizen brings 
together Skeleton Man and The Return 
of Skeleton Man—two modern classics 
that will chill you to the bone.

Walking in Two Worlds
Wab Kinew
GRADES SEVEN TO GRADE NINE
An Indigenous teen girl is caught 
between two worlds, both real and 
virtual, in the YA fantasy debut from 
bestselling Indigenous author Wab 
Kinew. Perfect for fans of Ready 
Player One and the Otherworld 
series.

FICTION / STORIES  $9.99
Paperback | 320 pages
9780062747686

YOUNG ADULT FICTION  $21.99
Hardcover | 296 pages
9780735269002

She Holds Up the Stars
Sandra Laronde
GRADES FIVE TO GRADE NINE
A young Indigenous girl searching 
for a sense of home finds strength 
and courage in her gifts, her 
deepening connection to the land, 
and her own cultural awakening in 
this moving coming-of-age story.

RELATIONSHIPS / COMING OF AGE
9781773210650 | Paperback | 124 pages | $11.95
9781773210667 | Hardcover | 216 pages | $19.95
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HISTORY / FICTION  $11.95
9781937054557 | Paperback | 141 pages

How I Became a Ghost
A Choctaw Trail of Tears Story
Tim Tingle
GRADES FIVE TO EIGHT
Tim Tingle is an Oklahoma 
Choctaw, an outstanding storyteller, 
and award winning author. 
How I Became a Ghost: A Choctaw 
Trail of Tears Story approaches 
the topic of the Choctaw removal 
process from Mississippi homeland 
to the Oklahoma Reservation during 
the 1800’s, through the eyes of a 
10-year-old boy.

HISTORY / FICTION  $25.95
9781937054519 | Hardcover | 185 pages

When A Ghost Talks, Listen  
Tim Tingle
GRADES FIVE TO EIGHT
When A Ghost Talks, Listen, is the 
sequel to ‘How I Became A Ghost’ 
by Tim Tingle. Isaac learns that he 
needs to think before he acts as 
he continues to experience life as 
a ghost. He moves backwards and 
forwards in time with the ghosts 
of his ancestors, alive and shape-
shifting friends. Included, is a 
research bibliography and a map of 
the Trail of Tears and information 
about the author. 

INDIGENOUS HISTORY / GRAPHIC NOVEL  $19.95
9781553796787 | Paperback | 47 pages

INDIGENOUS HISTORY / GRAPHIC NOVEL  $19.95
9781553799306 | Paperback | 48 pages

A Girl Called Echo 
Red River Resistance, Vol. 2
Katherena Vermette
GRADES SIX TO TEN
Red River Resistance is the 
second in the ‘A Girl Called 
Echo’ series. 
This time, taking place in the 
summer of 1869 about the 
Red River. Through the history 
of the Red River Resistance, 
Louis Riel, the Metis, the 
Hudson Bay Company and this 
political period are intertwined 
with Echo’s own life. Using 

time-travel and contemporary Indigenous social justice 
issues, the author has found a unique approach to 
explaining Canada and Indigenous history.

A Girl Called Echo 
Red River Resistance, Vol. 4
Katherena Vermette
GRADES SIX TO TEN
Red River Resistance is the second in 
the ‘A Girl Called Echo’ series. 
This time, taking place in the summer 
of 1869 about the Red River. Through 
the history of the Red River Resistance, 
Louis Riel, the Metis, the Hudson Bay 
Company and this political period are 
intertwined with Echo’s own life. Using 

time-travel and contemporary Indigenous social justice issues, 
the author has found a unique approach to explaining Canada 
and Indigenous history.

INDIGENOUS HISTORY / GRAPHIC NOVEL  $19.95
9781553796787 | Paperback | 47 pages

A Girl Called Echo 
Pemmican Wars, Vol. 1
Katherena Vermette
GRADES SIX TO TEN
This young adult graphic novel 
is a time-travel story as seen 
through the life story of a young 
teen named Echo. 
Echo does not live with her 
mother and attends a new 
school where she finds solace 
in the library. In history class, 
Echo hears the story about the 
little known Pemmican Wars. 
Suddenly Echo finds herself 
transported to this historic event. Then the story leaves 
readers wondering why mother and daughter live apart and 
will Echo find out about her ancestry.

A Girl Called Echo
Northwest Resistance, Vol. 3
Katherena Vermette
GRADES SIX TO TEN
Echo Desjardins finds herself in a 
period of turmoil. The bison are gone, 
settlers from the East are arriving daily, 
and the First Nations and Metis of the 
Northwest face hunger and uncertainty 
as their traditional way of life is threat-
ened. The Canadian government has 
ignored their petitions, but hope rises 
when Louis Riel returns to help. Through it all, Echo gains 
new perspectives about where she came from and what the 
future may hold.

RELATIONSHIPS / COMING OF AGE
9781773210650 | Paperback | 124 pages | $11.95
9781773210667 | Hardcover | 216 pages | $19.95

INDIGENOUS HISTORY / GRAPHIC NOVEL  $19.95
9781553798316 | Paperback | 47 pages
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RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS  $19.99
9781443190046 | Hardcover Picture Book  | 32 pages
AVAILABLE IN FRENCH  $11.95
9782896116546 | Paperback Picture Book  | 32 pages

Missing Nimama  Melanie Florence  
GRADES FOUR TO SEVEN
An introduction to understanding the loss and grief of 
a child’s mother. The dream-like illustrations capture 
loving images of Kateri’s life with her Grandmother 
along with the ethereal moments when her mother’s 
presence is felt. Told with gentle free verse by 
presenting an age-appropriate introduction to  Missing 
and Murdered Indigenous Women. The book can also 
serve to tell a story about the loss of a parent.

Road to La Prairie Ronde
Cort Dogniez
GRADES SEVEN TO GRADE NINE
Cort Dogniez’s Road to La Prairie Ronde, 
takes the reader on an imagined journey of 
his ancestor, Frederick Dumont, from his 
home in Batoche to the Métis settlement 
of La Prairie Ronde, known today as Round 
Prairie. Frederick was a relative of the 
famous Métis leader, Gabriel Dumont. 
Frederick’s journey takes place just a few 
years prior to the tragic events of the 1885 
Resistance.

MÉTIS HISTORY  $15.00
9781926795973 | Paperback | 37 pages

Surviving the City Series
Awards:
- Short-listed, McNally Robinson Book for 
Young People (Older Category) 2021
- Nominated, MYRCA Northern Lights 2022
Short-listed, Forest of Reading Red Maple 
Award 2022

Surviving the City Vol. 2
From the Roots Up
Tasha Spillett
GRADES SEVEN TO GRADE EIGHT
Dez’s grandmother has passed away. 
Grieving, and with nowhere else to go, 
she’s living in a group home. On top 
of everything else, Dez is navigating a 
new relationship and coming into her 
identity as a Two-Spirit person. Will 
Dez be comfortable expressing her full 
identity? And will her community relearn 
the teachings and overcome prejudice to 
celebrate her for who she is?

GRAPHIC NOVEL / IDENTITY  $19.95
9781553798989 | Paperback | 64 pages

Surviving the City Vol. 1
Tasha Spillett
GRADES SIX TO TEN
Miikwan is Anishinaabe, and Dez 
is Inninew. The reality for urban 
Indigenous young women is brought 
to life as one teen deals with 
the intervention of child welfare, 
and the other copes with the 
anxiety surrounding her mother’s 
disappearance. After overhearing 
a social worker, Dez runs away and 
spends her time wandering the city 
searching for answers. Her closest friend, Miikwan, fears 
for the worst when she cannot locate her friend. Seeking 
guidance from the school Elder, Miikwan attends a rally 
for Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women, and Dez 
is guided to a cultural centre where she can receive 
assistance.

GRAPHIC NOVEL / IDENTITY  $19.95
9781553797562 | Paperback | 52 pages

Sisters of the Neversea
Cynthia L Smith
GRADES THREE TO GRADE SEVEN
In this beautifully reimagined story, Native American Lily 
and English Wendy embark on a high-flying journey of 
magic, adventure, and courage to a fairy-tale island known 
as Neverland.

FICTION  $21.00
Hardcover | 320 pages
9780062869975
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Little Butterfly Girl
An Indian Residential 
School Story
Jenny Restoule-Mallozzi
GRADES THREE TO EIGHT
This story recounts the 
experiences of an Ojibwe child 
forced to attend residential 
school. The tragic account is 
brought full-circle when Mary 
begins her healing journey with 
encouragement from her family. 
Her name, Little Butterfly Girl, is 

reclaimed along with her language and traditional spirituality.

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS  $15.00
UOOI110117E | Paperback Picture Book  | 18 pages

Dear Canada, These Are 
My Words
The Residential School Diary of 
Violet Pesheens
Ruby Slipperjack 
GRADES FOUR TO EIGHT
Violet Pesheens is struggling 
to adjust to her new life at 
residential school. But worst of 
all, she has a fear of forgetting 
the things she treasures most: 
her Anishinaabe language; the 
names of those she knew before; 

and her traditional customs. A fear of forgetting who she was.
Her notebook is the one place she can record all of her 
worries, and heartbreaks, and memories. And maybe, just 
maybe there will be hope at the end of the tunnel.
RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS  $16.99
9781443133180 | Hardcover  | 200 pages

Sugar Falls
A Residential School Story
David Alexander Robertson
GRADES EIGHT TO TWELVE
BASED ON A TRUE STORY
A school assignment to interview a 
residential school survivor leads Daniel 
to Betsy, his friend`s grandmother, who 
tells him her story. Abandoned as a young 
child, Betsy was soon adopted into a loving 
family. A few short years later, at the age 

of 8, everything changed. Betsy was taken away to a residential 
school. There she was forced to endure abuse and indignity, but 
Betsy recalled the words her father spoke to her at v–words that 
gave her the resilience, strength, and determination to survive.

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS  $21.95
Paperback  | 40 pages
9781553799757

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS  $10.95
0888991657 | Paperback  | 126 pages

My Name Is Seepeetza 
Shirley Sterling
GRADES FOUR TO EIGHT
At six years old, Seepeetza is taken from her happy family life on Joyaska Ranch to live as a boarder 
at the Kalamak Indian Residential School. Life at the school is not easy, but Seepeetza still manages 
to find some bright spots. Her thoughts of home make school life bearable. 
An honest, inside look at life in an Indian residential school in the 1950s, and how one resilient, 
strong-willed,  young girl survived it.

AVAILABLE IN FRENCH  $15.00
UOOI110117F | Paperback Picture Book | 18 pages

Borders
Thomas King
GRADES FIVE TO GRADE EIGHT
A powerful graphic-novel adaptation of 
one of Thomas King’s most celebrated 
short stories, Borders explores themes 
of identity and belonging, and is a 
poignant depiction of the significance 
of a nation’s physical borders from an 
Indigenous perspective. This timeless 
story is brought to vibrant, piercing life 
by the singular vision of artist Natasha 
Donovan.

Original Sisters
Anita Kunz
GRADES EIGHT+
Anita Kunz has painted 
women and written 
down their stories. 
Foreword by Roxane 
Gay. The result is a 
magnificent feat of 
historical research and 
artistic achievement.

FICTION / GRAPHIC NOVEL  $21.99
9781443460675 | Paperback | 192 pages

BIOGRAPHY  $40.00
9780593316146 | Hardcover | 320 pages

MÉTIS HISTORY  $15.00
9781926795973 | Paperback | 37 pages
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The Journey Forward
Novellas on Reconciliation, Lucy & Lola and When We Play Our Drums, They Sing!
Richard Van Camp, Monique Gray Smith
GRADES GIVE TO EIGHT
A unique flip book published by McKellar and Martin publishers. Printed as one book the two 
novellas address the issues surrounding residential schools, foster care, Sixties Scoop, Truth & 
Reconciliation and what they mean.

Told from the perspectives of First Nations youth, Lucy and Lola is told by Monique Gray Smith. Lucy 
and Lola are 11-year-old twins who are heading to Gabriola Island, BC, to spend the summer with their 
Kookum (Grandmother) while their mother studies for the bar exam. During their time with Kookum, 
the girls begin to learn about her experiences in being sent–and having to send their mother–to 

Residential school. Ultimately, they discover what it means to be intergenerational survivors. 
Award-winning illustrator Julie Flett created the appealing and inviting cover illustration and 
interior art that perfectly suit this engaging novella.

When We Play Our Drums, They Sing, is written by Richard VanCamp. A story about 12-year-
old Dene Cho, who is angry that his people are losing their language, traditions, and ways of 
being. Elder Snowbird is there to answer some of Dene Cho’s questions, and to share their 
history, including the impact Residential Schools continue to have on their people. It is through 
this conversation with Snowbird that Dene Cho begins to find himself, and begins to realize 
that understanding the past can ultimately change the future. Ideal for introducing residential 
schools, and truth and reconciliation to junior and intermediate level students.

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS  $13.99
9780991678266 | Paperback Flip Book (2 stories) | 135 pages

Indigenous Relations
Bob Joseph
GRADES SEVEN+
Indigenous Relations equips you with 
the necessary knowledge to respectfully 
avoid missteps in your work and daily 
life, and offers an eight-part process 
to help business and government work 
more effectively with Indigenous Peoples. 
Indigenous Relations is an invaluable tool 
for anyone who wants to improve their 
cultural competency and undo the legacy of the Indian Act.

All the Way
Jordin Tootoo
GRADES SEVEN+
 It seemed as though nothing could stop 
Jordin Tootoo on the ice. The captain, 
a fan favourite, a star in international 
competition, Tootoo was always a leader. 
And when he was drafted by Nashville 
in 2001 and made the Predators out of 
camp in 2003, he became a leader in 
another way--as the first player of Inuk 
descent to suit up in the NHL.

#NotYourPrincess
Lisa Charleyboy
GRADES EIGHT+
Whether looking back to a troubled 
past or welcoming a hopeful future, the 
powerful voices of Indigenous women 
across North America resound in this 
book. In the same style as the best-
selling Dreaming in Indian, #Not Your 
Princess presents an eclectic collection 
of poems, essays, interviews, and art 
that combine to express the experience 
of being a Native woman.

RELATIONSHIPS  $19.95
9781989025642 | Paperback | 208 pages

SPORTS  $21.00
9780143189206 | Paperback | 240 pages

NON-FICTION  $14.95
9781554519576 | Paperback | 112 pages

Gather  
Richard Van Camp
GRADES FIVE+
In Gather, Van Camp shares what 
elements make a compelling story and 
offers insights into basic storytelling 
techniques, such as how to read a room 
and how to capture the attention of 
listeners. And he delves further into the 
impact storytelling can have, helping 
readers understand how to create 
community and how to banish loneliness 
through their tales. A member of the 
Tlicho Dene First Nation, Van Camp also 
includes stories from Elders whose wisdom influenced him.

STORIES $19.95
9780889777002 | Paperback | 162 pages
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Righting Canada’s Wrongs: 
Residential Schools
Melanie Florence
GRADES NINE+
Canada’s residential school system 
for Indigenous children is now 
recognized as a grievous historic 
wrong committed against First 
Nations, Métis and Inuit peoples. 
Through historical photographs, 

documents and first-person narratives from people who 
survived residential schools, this book offers an account of the 
injustice of this period in Canadian history. It documents how 
official racism was confronted and finally acknowledged.

A Snake Falls to Earth
Darcie Little Badger
GRADES EIGHT TO GRADE TEN
In A Snake Falls to Earth, Nina the 
protagonist draws on traditional 
Lipan Apache storytelling structure to 
weave another unforgettable tale of 
monsters, magic, and family. It is not 
to be missed.

Residential Schools: 
Righting Canada’s Wrongs
Melanie Florence
GRADES NINE+
This book includes the text 
of the government’s apology 
and summarizes the Truth and 
Reconciliation Commission’s 
94 Calls to Action, which offer 
the basis for a new relationship 
between the Canadian 
government, Indigenous people 
and non-Indigenous people.

Righting Canada’s Wrongs: 
Inuit Relocations
Frank Tester
GRADES EIGHT TO GRADE TWELVE
In a highly visible and appealing 
format for young readers, this book 
explores the forced Inuit relocations 
in the Canadian Arctic between 
the 1950s and 1990s. Government 
decisions were often based on 

misinformation and racist attitudes, and their ill-considered 
decisions changed Inuit lives forever. This book includes 
Inuit responses, resilience and strength in the face of these 
government actions, as well as eventual government apologies 
for many of the relocations.RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS  $34.95

2nd Edition | 9781459416758 | Hardcover | 128 pages

TRADITIONAL STORIES  $25.99
Hardcover | 384 pages
9781646140923

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS  $29.95
9781459416918 | Paperback | 128 pages

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOLS  $34.95
9781459416673 | Paperback | 128 pages

Righting Canada’s Wrongs: 
The Sixties Scoop and the 
Stolen Lives of Indigenous 
Children
Andrew Bomberry
GRADES EIGHT+
This book for students examines a 
child welfare policy in Canada that 
began in 1951 in which Indigenous 
children were taken from their 

homes and put into the care of non-Indigenous families.

TRADITIONAL TEACHINGS  $34.95
9781459416697 | Hardcover | 104 pages

Little Athapapauskow
Guy Matthew Freedman
GRADES SEVEN TO GRADE NINE
Little Athapapuskow is collection of poems named after a lake Guy Freedman grew up on near 
Flin Flon, Manitoba. They represent his efforts to challenge catholicism and its complicity 
with the Confederation project, which dismantled the New Nation developing in the Canadian 
Northwest. MÉTIS POEMS  $20.00

9781926795829 | Paperback | 80 pages

The Day the Earth Rose Up
Alfreda Beartrack-Alego
GRADES SIX TO GRADE EIGHT
When seven Lakota sisters venture 
deep into the forest to gather 
chokecherries, they are surprised 
and chased by Mato Sica, a giant 
bear known to eat people.

TRADITIONAL STORIES  $20.25
9781939053398 | Paperback | 40 pages
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Grades four to eight

COAST 2 COAST 2 COAST, INDIGENOUS LIFE IN CANADA BOOK SERIES
Indigenous people have played an influential role in Canadian history and continue to do so today. From the past and 
into the future, Indigenous Life in Canada reveals the challenges Indigenous people face, the contributions they make, 
and their diverse cultural celebrations in Canada.

Each book features: 24 pages, Colour and Black & White Photographs, Illustratinos, Table of Contents, Glossary, To 
Learn More, Maps, About the Author, Inquiry Questions, Websites.

View all French version at
www.goodminds.com
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